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Collective (cooperative) economy of Chinese electric power system (also called 
the multi-operated enterprise or power collective enterprise), appeared around the 
time of new China, and has been supported by major power industry by taking 
non-core business and providing production and living service to power industry. It 
has played an active role in the power industry development and reform history. At 
present, the power collective economy is facing the situation of social transformation 
and economic transition, confronted with new problems, some of them can not receive 
the attention of governing unit, and seem to be caught in a very difficult position 
because of poor management and regulation, but the truth is power collective 
enterprises get their business mostly from major power industry, so they are lack of 
marketization, management personnel and high-qualified employees. The power 
collective enterprises are required to offer jobs for a large number demobilized, retired, 
and disabled persons, and help solve the employment for families of workers working 
in the suburban area. Now the government requires the big collectively owned 
enterprise to remove from its governing state-owned enterprise in 3-5 years and to 
become an independent legal and market entity with clear property rights, 
market-orientated and taking its own profits and losses. The power collective 
enterprises are highly complementary with the state-owned power enterprises, 
especially in emergent repair to power system accidents. 
A healthy and orderly growth of power collective enterprises will directly 
influence on the speed of power industry development and power demand from 
national economic development. This paper will analyze the history and development 
necessity of the power collective enterprises by research on operation mode and 
regulatory approach, on the basis of relevant theories and laws of power collective 
enterprise reform and development, and reference from representative collective 
economy operation mode in and abroad. By analyzing the current situation, problems 
existed, and reform experience of a typical company in electric power system, called 
Shanghai Eastern Dian-Ji Industry, the paper proposes new operation & management 
concept and regulatory approach to offer new feasible ways for power collective 
enterprises to choose for development. 
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